Activity-dependent modulation of synaptic transmission in the intact human motor cortex revealed with transcranial magnetic stimulation.
Activity-dependent modulation of cortical synaptic transmission is a fundamental mechanism involved in learning and memory storage. This modulation has been widely studied in in vitro brain slices and in vivo animal models. More recently, transcranial magnetic stimulation has allowed detection of activity-dependent excitability modulation occurring in the intact human primary motor cortex (MI) after execution of different kinds of motor tasks. Both increased and decreased MI excitability have been described after exercise. While increased MI excitability is generally considered direct expression of cortical synaptic plasticity, a controversy still exists as to whether decreased MI excitability reflects fatigue of central nervous system (CNS) structures or cortical neuronal reorganization taking place after exercise. Here, we extend previous findings in order to provide further support for the latter hypothesis. Abduction- adduction movements of the thumb performed for 1 min at 2 Hz frequency rate produce a 55% decrease in MI excitability of mean 30 min duration. Similar decrements in amplitude and duration of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) are not reached if the same task is performed once again during the maximal inhibition phase (10 min post-exercise) produced by a previous activation. Moreover, the same task performed at a lower (1 Hz) frequency rate produces no significant MEP changes but can transiently reverse activity-dependent depression obtained after previous 2 Hz movements. Repeated execution of the same task (2 Hz), each being performed after recovery from a previously induced MEP depression, ceases to produce an MEP decrement, suggesting adaptation in MI excitability modulation. This adaptation is long lasting and task-specific, since a different motor task (1 min circular movement of the thumb) restores activity-dependent modulation. Overall, these findings suggest that the dynamic modulation of MEPs occurring after execution of different kinds of simple motor skills reflects some form of activity-dependent, plastic neuronal reorganization instead of CNS fatigue. Possible anatomo-functional mechanisms involved in this activity-dependent modulation of MI excitability are discussed.